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Abstract: In sequential design problems, the main goal is generally to estimate a feature of
an expensive function (optimum, probability of failure, ...). Several methods have been proposed
to achieve this goal. Some of these techniques are based on surrogate models, specifically the
probabilistic ones. The main advantage of a probabilistic approach is that it provides a measure
of uncertainty associated with the surrogate model in the whole space. Nevertheless, its usage is
limited to functions depending on a moderate number of variables. In this work, we consider two
limitations of these methods: the restriction to the Gaussian case and the curse of dimensionality.

First, there are several available and useful surrogate models. Nevertheless, they are not all
naturally embeddable in some stochastic frame. Hence, they do not all provide a prediction distri-
bution. To overcome this drawback, several empirical design techniques have been discussed in the
literature. They are generally based on resampling methods such as bootstrap, jackknife, or cross-
validation. However, most of them lead to clustered sets of points. We propose a universal method
to define a measure of uncertainty suitable for any surrogate model: deterministic, probabilistic
and ensembles. It relies on Cross-Validation sub-models predictions. This empirical distribution
may be computed in much more general frames than the Gaussian one. For this reason, we call
it Universal Prediction distribution [1]. It allows the definition of many sampling criteria. We
investigate particularly adaptive sampling techniques for global refinement and an extension of
the so-called Efficient Global Optimization (EGO) [2] for all types of surrogate models.

Definition 1 The Universal Prediction distribution (UP distribution) is the weighted empirical
distribution
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) , xi for i = 1, . . . , n the set of design points and f̂n,−i the

Leave-One-Out sub-surrogate leaving the ith design point.

Second, several real life problems involve a large number of variables. Here, we consider the
high-dimensional case with a moderate number of influential variables. A classical approach is
two-stage. First, sensitivity analysis is performed to reduce the dimension of the input variables.
Second, a feature is estimated by considering only the selected influential variables. This approach
can be computationally expensive and may lack flexibility since dimension reduction is done once
and for all. In this work, we propose a so called Split-and-Doubt algorithm that performs sequen-
tially both dimension reduction and feature oriented sampling. The ‘split’ step identifies influential
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Figure 1: Mean over 10 different initial designs of the best (minimum) discovered value.

variables. This selection relies on new theoretical results on Gaussian process regression. We prove
that large correlation lengths of covariance functions correspond to inactive variables. Then, in
the ‘doubt’ step, a doubt function is used to update the subset of influential variables. A summary
of the method is given in Algorithm 1.

Data: Function of interest f
Result: Estimate of a feature of f (optimum, probability of failure, ...)
Create an initial design and define the stopping conditions;
while Stopping conditions are not met do

1. Split the variables into the major subspace and the minor subspace;
2. Design in the major variables subspace: Optimize a goal-oriented criterion;
3. Doubt the variable splitting: Find challenger correlation lengths within a likelihood region;
4. Design in the minor variables subspace: Optimize a contrast criterion between the initial
estimation and the challenger correlation lengths;

5. Evaluate the new point and update the current design.
end

Algorithm 1: Split-and-Doubt summary

Numerical tests show the efficiency of the Split-and-Doubt algorithm especially when used with
the UP distribution (Definition 1). For instance, we compared the performances of 4 optimization
algorithms: EGO [2], the Split-and-Doubt (EGO) that uses EGO in step 2, the Split-and-Doubt
(UP-EGO) that uses UP-EGO in step 2, and the Split-without-Doubt (EGO) that replaces step
3 and 4 of Split-and-Doubt (EGO) by a uniform random sampling of the minor variables. We
display in Figure 1 the results for the 6-dimensional Ackley function embedded in dimension 20.
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